A closed rebreathing system for dose maintenance during Partial Liquid Ventilation.
Partial Liquid Ventilation (PLV), a treatment for acute respiratory failure in which the lungs are filled, either partially or to functional residual capacity (FRC), with perfluorochemical (PFC) liquid while the patient is on mechanical gas ventilation, has progressed to clinical trials using the PFC perflubron (PFB). Because gas expired during PLV is laden with PFB vapor, PFB is lost via evaporation, which increases dose consumption and necessitates periodic redosing. A device has been developed to minimize evaporative loss by confining PFC vapor to a gas volume breathed by the patient, which is isolated from the ventilator. This closed rebreathing system works with the ventilator such that after the lung is filled with PFB, the patient is connected to the rebreathing system, with breathing still "driven" by the ventilator. The rebreathing system consists of two gas circuits, or compartments, separated by a flexible bag (in a box) partition. One compartment is in gas communication with the lung, while the second communicates with the ventilator. The O2 level on the patient side is matched to that on the ventilator side by sensing gas concentrations and by feedback control of O2 introduction. Similarly, air is introduced into the patient side under pressure-based feedback control to maintain a constant gas volume. On inspiration, the ventilator delivers the tidal volume (breath) into the box surrounding the bag, which, in turn, is transmitted through the bag to the lung. On expiration, the process is reversed. Unidirectional circulation of gas in the rebreathing circuit is achieved via check valves, and expired CO2 is removed by a barium hydroxide lime cartridge. Airway humidification is maintained by captive water vapor in the system and water vapor from the CO2 absorber. It is recommended that flow, pressure, O2, and CO2 levels be monitored at the patient "Y," i.e., the proximal end of the endotracheal tube. Performance data from both in-vitro experiments and in-vivo PLV experiments in pigs are presented. The authors conclude that with the closed rebreathing system, the dose can be safely maintained with fewer redosing procedures, and an approximately 90% savings in dose is achieved.